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Opened by the Creative Restaurants Group in 2014, Posto was the end of a long
search for the perfect location for an authentic, open-flame pizzeria and wine bar.
Beautiful and unique, Posto serves food that is edgy, different and totally its own.
Plates are made to share, allowing guests to enjoy variety with every visit. Chef Benjamin
Mills’ menu includes intricate creations like hand-made pierogis with fig crème fraiche
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and smoked bacon jam or duck confit with apple, pistachio and boar sofrito.
Along with plates to share, Posto is popular for its pizzas, each topped with simple,
quality ingredients and baked next to an open flame. Crispy, chewy and
hand-stretched, our pizza is easily some of the best pizza in North America.
The interior of Posto hosts a sophisticated, rustic atmosphere that brings a casual
elegance to a relaxing evening out. Industrial metals are softened by walls of
re-claimed wood and white marble tables. Black and white movies play in the
background of the dining room and an open kitchen allows guests to watch cooks
create food right before their eyes.
Posto in Italian translates to place. We chose that name for the restaurant because
Posto truly stands out as the place to meet friends and family, enjoy incredible food
and drink beautiful wine.

Restaurant Buy-out
PRIVATE

With 40 seats, including the bar, Posto is an intimate dining destination.

ROOM DETAILS

The front of the restaurant is available for parties of 12 or less. However,
parties of 12 or more are required to reserve the entire venue.
For seated, family-style dinner we are able to accommodate 30 guests. For
a stand-up, cocktail style event Posto can host 50 guests.
Host your own pizza party, details available upon request.

Seated Capacity: 35
Standing Capacity: 50

Menu Options
Because of the distinctive nature of Posto, Chef Benjamin Mills creates a custom menu for
every event. In keeping with our belief that food is best shared, we offer the following two
dining styles at Posto.
GRANDIOSO

FAMILY-STYLE

Stand-up Cocktail Style

4 Multi-Plate Courses

$49 - $80 per person

$72 per person

Family-Style
$49-$80 per person

A family-style event at Posto is nothing short of an experience of a lifetime. In one meal,
we seek to capture all of the warmth and generosity of a classic Italian gathering.
Completely Chef ’s choice, family-style dining is an amazing three-to four-hour dining
experience, which features upwards of 20 different plates all brought to the table to be
shared.
This dining event is truly a marathon, not a race, as guests are encouraged to take their
time – enjoying the delicious wine, company and ambiance around them as plate after
plate of mouth-watering food is brought to the table.
Family style is all chef ’s choice, courtesy of our Chef, Benjamin Mills.

Grandioso
$72 per person

Grandioso is a stand-up, cocktail event where an abundant selection of dishes is placed
for guests on our Ben Coperto bar, constantly replenished by cooks who prepare
everything right in front of guests. The benefit of this dining style is the flow and
interaction between guests as they move around the room, enjoying food and wine.
Known as a place for those with an adventurous palate, this is an amazing chance for
guests to try some truly exceptional and unique food.

Booking
In order to book the restaurant privately, a minimum budget is required. Please note that taxes and gratuity
are not included in the minimum required budget. A 10% deposit, based on the minimum requirement, will
be necessary in order to confirm your booking. All prices quoted do not include GST and 20% gratuity.

Minimum Budget
JANUARY 1 TO NOVEMBER 30 BUYOUT
Event

Mon - Thurs

Fri

Sat

Sun

Lunch
Dinner

1,500
4,000

2,000
6,500

4,500

4,000

DECEMBER BUYOUT
Event

Mon - Thurs

Fri

Sat

Sun

Lunch
Dinner

1,500
4,500

2,000
7,000

5,500

4,500

** Statutory holiday evenings will be priced as a Saturday evening

In order to exceed your expectations we require all of the details for your event, with the exception of final
guest count, to be agreed upon 14 days prior to the event. The final guest count can be confirmed up to 48
hours prior to the event. At minimum, you will be billed for your confirmed number of guests, greater if your
guest count increases.
In the continual evolution of our restaurant and menus, information listed in this package is subject to
change.
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